




 1.   Quick release.
 2.   End cap.
 3.   Washers..
 4.   Bearing.
 5.   Debris guard.
 6.   Center tube.
 7.   Pivot rod.
 8.   Axle rod.
 9.   Elastomer.
10. Negative spring.
11. Hub shell.
12.  Bushing.
13.  QR nut.
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PANTOUR  SUSPENSION HUB DISASSEMBLY

Elastomer replacement.
Loosen end cap  (with slit) screw using 2.5 mm Allen wrench 
(Rocklite thicker  end  cap).  Remove end cap and washers from 
pivot rod.  Make sure to keep them separate for reassembly.  Pull 
end cap assembly (end cap and axle rods) out of center tube. 
Do  not  disassemble  the  rod assembly any further ! Remove  
elastomer  and rebound  (negative)  spring (round  or square) 
from center tube. If you are  replacing  the  elastomer or  re-
bound  springs  do not disassemble  the  hub  any  further.   
To continue  go to assembly § *.  
Bearing replacement.
Delite and Prolite hub - use  A) socket, tube or round object less 
than 30 mm diameter, Rocklite 35 mm diameter.   Delite and Pro-
lite hub - use B) a hollow round  object  with  an  inside diameter 
between 45 - 55 mm, Rocklite 50  -  65 mm.   Place  the hub  be-
tween  these two tools and press  center tube (with bearing) out 
of hub shell  as shown in the picture.  Set c enter tube in the vise.  
IMPORTANT! The jaws of the vise s hould not be clamped tight, 
but just slightly touching the centertube. Use round object 32 
mm diameter to remove the second bearing from hub shel.
Bushing replacement.
Loosen end cap  (with slit) screw using 2.5 mm Allen wrench 
(Rocklite thicker  end  cap).  Remove end cap and washers from 
pivot rod.  Make sure to keep them separate for reassembly.  Pull  
end cap assembly (end cap and axle rods) out of center tube. Do  
not  disassemble the  rod assembly any further ! Use a hollow
round object to remove the bushing.  Place new bushing be-
tween the hub shell and vise and press the bushing into the hole
until flush.

ASSEMBLY
Using  a  vise press the first bearing into hub shell until flush. 
Align center tube with second bearing. Insert center  tube  with
bearing into hub shell.  Important! Center tube and bearings must 
be centered. Press together  until  flush.      
 §* Slide a  rebound (negative) spring  into left pocket of  center 
tube and  center it.  Slide  a rebound  spring i nto right pocket of  
center tube, push it almost to the end of center tube. Insert rod 
assembly  into  center tube as shown on picture. Insert cube  
elastomer into center  tube under quick release axle rod.  It must 
be centered in the hub.  Axle rod  should  be between negative 
spring  and elastomer. Press in the elastomer . It must be centered 
in the hub. Notice the correct position of quick release  axle rod. 
It must be  resting on  negative  spring.  Place remaining   washers  
on  pivot  axle rod.  Slide  end cap onto axle rods as far as possible. 
Using vise, clamp the hub. Tighten end cap screw.
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 Continue with the hub assembly instruction
 below, if the replacement bushings have a flange,
washers are not required.



 1.   Quick release.
 2.   End cap.
 3.   Washers..
 4.   Bearing.
 5.   Debris guard.
 6.   Center tube.
 7.   Pivot rod.
 8.   Axle rod.
 9.   Elastomer.
10. Negative spring.
11. Hub shell.
12.  Bushing.
13.  QR nut.
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PANTOUR  SUSPENSION HUB DISASSEMBLY

Elastomer replacement.
Loosen end cap  (with slit) screw using 2.5 mm Allen wrench 
(Rocklite thicker  end  cap).  Remove end cap and washers from 
pivot rod.  Make sure to keep them separate for reassembly.  Pull 
end cap assembly (end cap and axle rods) out of center tube. 
Do  not  disassemble  the  rod assembly any further ! Remove  
elastomer  and rebound  (negative)  spring (round  or square) 
from center tube. If you are  replacing  the  elastomer or  re-
bound  springs  do not disassemble  the  hub  any  further.   
To continue  go to assembly § *.  
Bearing replacement.
Delite and Prolite hub - use  A) socket, tube or round object less 
than 30 mm diameter, Rocklite 35 mm diameter.   Delite and Pro-
lite hub - use B) a hollow round  object  with  an  inside diameter 
between 45 - 55 mm, Rocklite 50  -  65 mm.   Place  the hub  be-
tween  these two tools and press  center tube (with bearing) out 
of hub shell  as shown in the picture.  Set c enter tube in the vise.  
IMPORTANT! The jaws of the vise s hould not be clamped tight, 
but just slightly touching the centertube. Use round object 32 
mm diameter to remove the second bearing from hub shel.
Bushing replacement.
Loosen end cap  (with slit) screw using 2.5 mm Allen wrench 
(Rocklite thicker  end  cap).  Remove end cap and washers from 
pivot rod.  Make sure to keep them separate for reassembly.  Pull  
end cap assembly (end cap and axle rods) out of center tube. Do  
not  disassemble the  rod assembly any further ! Use a hollow
round object to remove the bushing.  Place new bushing be-
tween the hub shell and vise and press the bushing into the hole
until flush.

ASSEMBLY
Using  a  vise press the first bearing into hub shell until flush. 
Align center tube with second bearing. Insert center  tube  with
bearing into hub shell.  Important! Center tube and bearings must 
be centered. Press together  until  flush.      
 §* Slide a  rebound (negative) spring  into left pocket of  center 
tube and  center it.  Slide  a rebound  spring i nto right pocket of  
center tube, push it almost to the end of center tube. Insert rod 
assembly  into  center tube as shown on picture. Insert cube  
elastomer into center  tube under quick release axle rod.  It must 
be centered in the hub.  Axle rod  should  be between negative 
spring  and elastomer. Press in the elastomer . It must be centered 
in the hub. Notice the correct position of quick release  axle rod. 
It must be  resting on  negative  spring.  Place remaining   washers  
on  pivot  axle rod.  Slide  end cap onto axle rods as far as possible. 
Using vise, clamp the hub. Tighten end cap screw.
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 Continue with the hub assembly instruction
 below, if the replacement bushings have a flange,
washers are not required.






